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Introduction

The purpose of this analysis is to understand the current set-up of Order Management Systems 

(OMSs) and Execution Management Systems (EMSs) across the brokerage industry. Our research 

has been inspired from an observation of growing pressures on cost-cutting that have resulted from 

a shrinking of the market amongst  growing competition as well as our participation in several vendor 

selection and implementation projects.

Equity and listed derivatives trading, in line with all other flow businesses, is dominated by the need 

for greater efficiency; the emphasis is on speed, scalability, execution quality and minimised cost per 

ticket. Therefore the overarching principle is one of automation of the trading activities and ancillary 

functions such as netting, reporting and connectivity with other systems within the trading chain. 

Active execution management controls when, where and how an order is executed, as well as 

enabling analysis for future improvements.

The primary concern of traders is to have OMSs and EMSs seamlessly functioning in concert, rather 

than accumulated sophistication and the resulting complexity this brings. In this context, Order 

Execution Management Systems (OEMSs) provide an elegant answer, combining the essential 

functionality of both types of systems without the challenge of integrating disparate solutions into a 

usable package. However, high volume and specialist traders suffer from the associated limitations 

of a one-size-fits-all platform. In these cases, separate OMS and EMS systems tend to be the norm, 

allowing more control and refinement of the trading process.
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Survey Demographic

GreySpark surveyed over 90 brokers in July and August 2012. The survey covered all three tiers (see: 

Figure 1) and all geographies, including brokers operating locally and globally (see: Figure 2).

Tier III
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23%

Figure 1: Population of Surveyed Brokers - Tiers

Figure 2: Population of Surveyed Brokers - Geography
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Current Market Sentiment

The market view is tier dependent with Tier I having a Bullish view, Tier II being split across Holding 

and Bullish and Tier III spread evenly across all three (see: Figure 3).

Figure 3: Sentiment Across Tiers
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Contract Type

Hosted solutions are the most popular model irrespective of tier with 85% of respondents opting for 

it. Amongst Tier I institutions there is a similar preference for Enterprise and Hosted solutions (see: 

Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Preferred Solutions Across Tiers
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70% of companies use a single vendor for their OMS, EMS, client and market connectivity and data 

feeds. This tends to always be the case for smaller brokers who benefit from reduced complexity in 

managing vendors. Larger Tier I and Tier II organisations prefer to spread risk and engage with more 

than one provider (see: Figure 5).

Service Costs

Annual costs are not directly proportionate to user numbers. Although infrastructure requirements 

and support depend on the number of users, the software solution is scalable. This allows vendors to 

have a cost base that favours larger clients (see Figure 6).

There are cases when discounts were offered by vendors when they were entering new markets and 

seeking strategic partnerships or referral clients.
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Figure 5: Number of Vendors Used for OMS, EMS, Client and Market Connectivity and Data Feeds

Figure 6: Number of Users and Costs of Service
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Satisfaction with Vendor Offerings

The survey sought to understand the degree of satisfaction with the following four attributes:

1. Functionality

2. Technology

3. Support 

4. Cost

This section illustrates current customer satisfaction levels for each of these attributes, in relation to 

broker tiers and their annual spend.

Satisfaction with Functionality

Functionality recorded the highest level of satisfaction with 33% of users rating it as ‘very satisfactory’ 

followed by 54% of users as ‘satisfactory’. Just 3%, all of which are Tier III institutions, rate 

functionality as ‘very unsatisfactory’ (see: Figure 7).

Figure 7: Satisfaction with Functionality

Satisfaction increases acorss tiers in line with annual spend, suggesting  a correlation between 

functionality and pricing. (see: Figure 8).
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<£1mn £1mn-£2.5mn £2.5mn-£5mn >£5mn

Very satisfactory
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Density of responses:

High Medium Low Marginal

Figure 8 The Relationship between Functionality Satisfaction and Annual Spend

Safisfaction

Annual cost

Satisfaction with Technology

Survey results demonstrate a high degree of satisfaction across technology offerings with two thirds 

of respondents ranking technology as ‘satisfactory’ or ‘very satisfactory’ irrespective of institution tier. 

Less than 3%, primarily Tier III firms, rate their technology as ‘very unsatisfactory’ (see: Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Satisfaction with Technology
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As Tier III firms rely primarily on a single vendor for their OMS, EMS, market data and connectivity, 

they have relatively higher demands on that technology. Tier III satisfaction decreases as spend 

increases, as opposed to Tier I and Tier II satisfaction, which increases with spend. Compared with 

the functionality satisfaction there is  the potential for improvement across technology offerings (see: 

Figure 10: The Relationship between Satisfaction with Technology and Annual Spend).

Figure 10: The Relationship between Technology Satisfaction and Annual Spend
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Satisfaction with Support

68% of respondents consider the support provided by their vendor ‘satisfactory’ or ‘very satisfactory’. 

17% feel the support is inadequate, which includes 39% of Tier II brokers. This suggests that support 

offered to clients is tiered and focused on the largest clients.  Support is the least scalable part of the 

vendor offering, therefore vendors focus on the highest paying clients (see: Figure 11).

Figure 11: Satisfaction with Support
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As Tier III firms rely primarily on a single vendor for their OMS, EMS, market data and connectivity, 

they have relatively higher demands on that technology. Tier III satisfaction decreases as spend 

increases, as opposed to Tier I and Tier II satisfaction, which increases with spend. Compared with 

the functionality satisfaction there is  the potential for improvement across technology offerings (see: 

Figure 10).

Figure 12: The Relationship between Support Satisfaction and Annual Spend
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Satisfaction with Cost

40% of respondents find the cost of their vendor contracts ‘satisfactory’, however only 3% said 

that costs are ‘very satisfactory’. One in four respondents indicated that their annual spend is ‘very 

unsatisfactory’ (see: Figure 13). 

From a broker perspective Tier I and Tier III institutions are very unsatisfied with increased costs. Tier 

II firms claim the opposite: their costs are justified and they receive value for money. 

Figure 13: Satisfaction with Cost
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Pricing structure is tailored for mid-paying clients as low and high paying clients feel that costs are 

unsuitable for the quality of services they receive (see: Figure 14).

 Figure 14: The Relationship Between Cost Satisfaction and Annual Spend
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Likelihood of Switching

Satisfaction with functionality and technology rather than costs often leads to contract renegotiations. 

Across the brokerage industry an average discount of 3% is granted through renegotiation. However, 

the same number of organisations received a price discount as those that received a price increase. 

Vendors are more likely to decrease prices for those spending less due to client cost cutting. These 

discounts are insufficient as they remain likely to switch (see: Figure 15: Likelihood of Switching per 

Price Adjustment and Annual Spend) - 13% are likely to switch even if they fall into a low spend 

category with a further reduction in costs. 26%, mainly Tier II and Tier III organisations, have not re-

negotiated their contracts and are unlikely to switch.
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Figure 15: Satisfaction with Cost
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 Figure 16: The Relationship Between Cost Satisfaction and Annual Spend
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This is explained by the fact that the likelihood of switching relates to the estimated costs of 

switching.This low likelihood is expressed by 61% of respondents. This includes those that have 

never considered switching and are unsure of switching costs or those that have considered 

switching and whose switching costs are two or more times their annual spend (see: Figure 16).

A high likelihood of switching is expressed by 12% of respondents out of which 71% estimate 

switching costs to be no more than their annual spend on their OMS, EMS, connectivity and data.

Further reasons for switching vendors is a lack of sufficient scale or geographical presence (for data 

and connectivity) to allow expansion of the brokerage business. Another reason is a preference to 

switch from a global to local vendors with a focus on local markets.

Among the interviewed population there were those that are terminating their contracts with vendors 

due to migration to an in-house platform, a changing business model, or opting out of equity trading 

if it is the least profitable part of the business.

Density of responses:

High Medium Low Marginal
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•	 Vendor	offerings	in	the	OMS	and	EMS	space	are	aimed	at	Tier	I	and	Tier	II	brokers,	as	they	

find the offering most satisfactory across all dimensions, from functionality to support. Due to 

their size and scale they  benefit more from the functionality offered. The pricing model is most 

beneficial for larger scale organisations with a minimum of 50 users.

•	 Costs	are	the	main	factor	causing	dissatisfaction	with	the	deployed	systems.	57%	of	brokers	

find their annual costs very unsatisfactory and their vendors charging structure; at the same 

time they find the functionality in place satisfactory (87%).

•	 There	is	a	visible	cut	in	charges	that	reflects	the	pessimistic	outlook	of	the	industry.	Smaller	

brokers are looking for cheaper solutions that will satisfy their core needs. Recent price cuts 

were mostly granted to smaller clients and did not prevent them from considering cheaper 

options.

•	 Those	spending	the	most	are	also	seeking	cheaper	options.	However,	the	most	likely	to	switch	

are those whose switching costs are no more than the equivalent of their annual charges.

•	 As	the	industry	remains	under	pressure	the	trend	to	seek	cheaper	options	will	continue,	

especially among smaller organisations that seem to overpay for the services they receive. 

Conclusions
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Related Research

Order, Execution and Portfolio Management Systems – a Three Part Research 

Series

OMSs and EMSs manage and optimise trading, having complimentary functions in the trading process. 

Trends in OMS and EMS system adoption indicate their interoperability and the changing needs of 

traders in the face of an emerging algorithmic and high frequency trading environment, and concerns 

that relate to correctly functioning systems.  Each of 20+ page report analyses vendor offerings in 

pursuit of emerging business models and trends in the PMS, OMS and EMS space. Buyside and 

sellside perspectives are gathered for system benchmarking, taking consideration of asset classes 

concerned and the systems functionality.

The research contains:

•	 Review	of	Sellside	OMS	and	EMS	(grys.pk/sell-oems)

•	 Review	of	Buyside	OMS	and	EMS	(Q4	2012)

•	 Review	of	Portfolio	Management	Systems	(Q4	2012)

Trends in e-Commerce and Electronic Trading 2012

This report charts the shifting landscape of Single-Dealer Platforms, Multi-Dealer Platforms, FIX and 

direct APIs and anticipates its evolution from ‘must-have’ features, through regulatory compliance, to 

technical breakthroughs and their impact on returns. In doing so trading platforms chosen by asset 

class, frequently used platforms, planned usage of platforms and the key factors to choosing an 

electronic	platform.	(grys.pk/ecom12)

To learn more about our research projects visit: research.greyspark.com
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Legal Disclaimer 
Use of published reports 
You are granted a licence to view and utilise this report for your own use. This licence is provided subject to the following restrictions: you must not republish, 
reproduce, duplicate, copy, sell, or otherwise sublicense or exploit the report or any part thereof. Use of the report or any part thereof for a commercial 
purpose is prohibited. To edit or otherwise modify the report without our prior written consent is prohibited. You must not redistribute material from the 
report, except for content specifically and expressly made available for redistribution in the report; nor use the report for any purpose other than that for which 
it was originally supplied and if the purpose of the report was not disclosed then the report should be considered to be for information purposes only.

Limitation and exclusion of warranties and liability 
Whilst we endeavour to ensure that the information in this report is correct we do not warrant the completeness or accuracy of the report. To the maximum 
extent permitted by applicable law we exclude all representations, warranties and conditions relating to the report (including, without limitation, any 
warranties	implied	by	law	of	satisfactory	quality,	fitness	for	purpose	and/or	the	use	of	reasonable	care	and	skill).	We	will	not	be	liable	for	any	loss	or	damage	
of any nature resulting from the use of this research report or any research products sold through it. We will not be liable to you in respect of any losses 
arising out of any event or events beyond our reasonable control. We will not be liable to you in respect of any business losses, including (without limitation) 
loss of or damage to profits, income, revenue, use, production, anticipated savings, business, contracts, commercial opportunities or goodwill.
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GreySpark Partners
GreySpark is a Capital Markets consultancy head-quartered in London with operations in Hong Kong. We 

deliver Business, Management and Technology Consulting with particular expertise in Trading, Risk, and 

Data Management across all asset classes.

GreySpark consultants, at the heart of the Capital Markets Industry, assist investment banks, 

hedge funds, asset management firms, exchanges and technology vendors to excel and innovate. 

Addressing business-critical interests, regardless of business or project cycle stage, we are willing 

and capable of following through on our advice.

In a high-velocity, winner-takes-all marketplace, continual innovation is more than the key to success 

- it is the price of entry. Our collective experience, creative spark, management approach and tenacity 

combine to deliver the best results for our clients.

Business Consulting
Covers all areas that require a particular industry-aligned expertise, including front-office, operations, 

risk and regulatory.

Management Consulting
Focusses on areas that require a particular management expertise, including project, and programme 

management, interim management and organisational effectiveness.

Technology Consulting
Specialises in challenges that require a particular technology expertise, including architecture, 

software development, infrastructure, support and IT strategy.

Capital Markets Intelligence
Delivers research on industry topics based on close relationships with capital markets decision 

makers, practical experience of delivering projects and rigorous analysis.


